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September is Basic Educ
ucation and
Literacy Month and o
our E-Club
needs no introduction to this Area
of Focus.
basic educaHowever, here is some ba
tion for our members.
I havn’t the faintest idea
ea what will
happen if you click on a
any of the
media tabs above – pleas
ase send any
enquiries to our PR Directo
ctor, Monique
Labat who may just be con
ontacting me
to tell me that I should have
h
done
something to make the tab
abs work.
There is a very interesting
g statistic
s
that
Steve Lancaster has me
entioned in
TOPIC of the Week reg
egarding the
spending
on
Early
Childhood
Development [ECD]. It is certainly a
motivator when one consi
nsiders where
spending should take place
ace in Education.
One thing that is fairly ce
certain about
our Club’s involvement in EC
ECD’s is that

it probably needss to be more
focussed. This month
th would probably
be a good time to start looking at
what we are doing and
a
then plotting
the way forward. We
W have several
members who are very
ver involved in this
Area of Focus – now is
i the time to get
some sharing of ideas
ide
and seeing
what is best for the way
wa forward.
This is what RI has to say about this
particular Area of Focu
cus:
BASIC EDUCATION AND LITERACY
Rotary supports activitie
ities and training to
improve education for all
ll cchildren and literacy
for children and adults.

Area of Focus Statem
tatement of Purpose
and Goals
TRF enables Rotarianss to ensure that all
people have sustainable
ble access to basic
education and literacy by:
y:
1. Involving the comm
munity to support
programs that strengthe
then the capacity of
communities to providee b
basic education and
literacy to all;
cy in communities;
2. Increasing adult literacy
3. Working to reduce gender
g
disparity in
education;
4. Supporting studiess for career-minded
professionals related to b
basic education and
literacy.

Have FUN
Gerald Sieberhagen
gen - Editor

NOW 93.5 PER
RC
CENT OF OUR MEMBERS HAVE PAI
AID THEIR
SUBSC
SCRIPTIONS FOR THIS HALF-YEAR
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Fighting polio – an emergency response in Nigeria

By Chris Offer, Rotary Club of Ladner, British Columbia, Canada
By Chris Offer, Rotary Club of Ladner, British Columbia, Canada
The Emergency Operations Center in Abuja, Nigeria, kicks into action.

In late August 2016, I had the extraordinary
opportunity to be in the National Polio Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) in Abuja, Nigeria. The
center was activated to manage the response to
two polio cases confirmed in Borno State.
I was in Nigeria as part of a Polio External Review
team with the World Health Organization, CDC,
and The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation that
had been planned months before. But with
the discovery of new polio cases, our focus
shifted.
As a retired senior police officer, I’m familiar with
Chris Offer, middle, with other particithe use of a central command center to deal with
pants at the emergency operations
emergencies. The strategy to bring key decision
makers into one room from all participating agencies is an effective way to manage
emergencies. Communications is face-to-face and decisions are not delayed.
In 2012, emergency centers were established in the capital of Abuja and Nigeria’s
northern states with the highest polio infection rates. Nigerian government health
agencies, Rotary International, UNICEF, WHO, CDC, USAID, and the Gates Foundation
are all involved. Rotary is represented by a member of the Nigeria National PolioPlus
Committee.
The centers provide fully-equipped office space, fast internet access, modern
communications equipment, and backup generators. This is particularly important for
polio workers in rural areas or areas that are not secure.
Military provides security
While I was at the center, an emergency teleconference was held between the national
and the Borno emergency operation centers which confirmed the use of military
personnel to provide security for polio vaccinators and military helicopters to deliver
vaccine. The conference also approved the dispatch of hundreds of thousands of doses
of polio vaccine and verified time lines for vaccination to be completed.
CONT ON PAGE 3
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The parties discussed the challenge of the nearly two million people living in camps for
Internally Displaced Persons. These are people who have been forced to move by the
Boko Haram terrorists in Borno. Vaccination of children in the accessible camps is under
way, but hundreds of thousands of children are in camps that are inaccessible. The
military is working to regain control of the area, but about half the state is inaccessible.
I was impressed to see the emergency response to the new polio cases. Children are
being vaccinated. Border countries in the Lake Chad area have joined the response and
are vaccinating children. The Rotary Foundation has allocated $500,000 in emergency
funds.
For all Rotarians, the new polio cases were disappointing. For the two children, who
already live in poverty and have had to flee their homes, polio is devastating. This is why
we will continue fighting this disease until we finally eradicate it and keep our promise to
the children of the world.

Charity Navigator upgrades Rotary Foundation’s rating
The Rotary Foundation has received the highest possible score from Charity Navigator, an
independent evaluator of charities in the U.S.
In the most recent ratings, released on 1 September, The Rotary Foundation earned the
maximum 100 points for both financial health and accountability and transparency.
The ratings reflect how efficiently Charity Navigator believes the Foundation will use
donations, how well it has sustained programs and services, and its level of commitment
to good governance and openness.
In the previous rating, the Foundation had received 97 points.
6-Sep-2016
Mission
The Rotary Foundation is a not-for-profit corporation funded solely by voluntary
contributions from members and friends of Rotary who support its mission to
advance world understanding, goodwill, and peace. Using Rotary Foundation
grants, Rotary's 34,000 clubs across the globe develop and carry out sustainable
humanitarian projects and provide scholarships and professional training
opportunities that promote peace, fight disease, provide clean water, sustain
mothers and children, improve education, and strengthen local economies. The
Foundation is a worldwide leader in the efforts to eradicate polio through its
partnership with the World Health Organization, UNICEF, the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. When
Rotary launched its PolioPlus program in 1985, more than 350,000 people were
afflicted with polio each year, and the disease was endemic in more than 125
countries. Since 1988, Rotary and its partners in the Global Polio Eradication
Initiative have immunized over 2.5 billion children, reducing the incidence of polio
by 99 percent and eradicating it from all but three countries. Rotary has
contributed more than $1 billion and many thousands of hours to eradication
effort. The Foundation also funds the training of hundreds of peacemakers
through the Rotary Peace Center program, which enables fellows to pursue a
master's degree or professional certificate at one of Rotary's partner universities.
Through academic training, study, and practice, the fellows become leaders who
promote peace and aid conflict resolution in their communities and around the
world.
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BIRTHDAYS

EVENTS AND PROJECTS

SEPTEMBER

GLOBAL GRANT 1418817

14th – Cyril Phakathi
21st – John Fannin

Proceeding according to plan. In the
final straight now!

OCTOBER
5th – Jeneth van Leeuwen
11th – Angie Mitchell
17th – Alan Dunlop
20th – Sheree Light
20th – Jabulile Ngubane
21st – Alecia Stead
24th – Michael Chen
26th Greg Cryer
29th – Anita Kistnasamy
30th – Philip Hedley
ANNIVERSARIES

GLOBAL GRANT 1527880
Proceeding according to plan. We are
awaiting acceptance of Interim report
by TRF.

GLOBAL GRANT 1744284
ITEL PROJECT with Primary Contact, Pat
Draper, is in the draft stage

OCTOBER
15th – Gunnar & Sheree Light
31st – Greg & Lindsay Cryer
DATES TO DIARISE

2016
Saturday 17th Sept – FOUNDATION CENTENNIAL and END POLIO NOW promotion at
Windermere Centre – We need a few more
volunteers to ‘man’ our table
3rd to 7th October – National Human Trafficking
Awareness Week in South Africa

12th to 14th October - Rotary Family Health
Days - Our E-Club’s venue - Roman
Catholic Church 112 Mhlongo Rd,
Lamontville OPPOSITE the police station
29th October – Proposed FOUNDATION CENTENNIAL and END POLIO NOW promotion at
Bridge City, Kwa Mashu
31st October – 6th November – World Interact
Week
15th November
DG Bruce Steele-Gray and Pippa’s visit to our
E-Club on GoToMeeting
Friday 25th November – FOUNDATION CENTENNIAL and END POLIO NOW promotion at
Umhlanga Centre

2017

A few Global Grants are in the planning
stage:
PROJECT DIGNITY – Primary Contact –
Hans Hon.
A further Global Grants with a focus on
literacy is in the early stages of
development.
VARIOUS OTHER PROJECTS
PROJECT DIGNITY – SUBZ PANTIES AND
PADS:
SHAW PARK COMBINED SCHOOL in Port
Alfred with a sponsorship from Rotary
Club of Hamburg.
INJOLOBA HIGH SCHOOL in Howick,
where fund raising needs to take place
for this project to succeed.
EKUTHULENI & JG ZUMA SCHOOLS’ SUBZ
project, with our supporters at the Rotary
Club of Armidale Central, will continue
with a top up early in 2017.
Reina Froehlich, our first Youth Exchange
attendee at a German Summer Camp in
D1850, Bremen, returned on 2nd
September. She has been slotted in as
speaker at our GTM on 18th October.
What projects have we missed?
1.

25th to 27th May – District Conference in Grahamstown

2.

10th to 14th June –
Convention in Atlanta

3.

Rotary

International
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PRESIDENT IRENE’S CORNER

Dear Fellow Rotarians
Although Youth Services month on the Rotary
calendar is only in May, I would suggest that like
most of the focus months, YOUTH should be a
focus every month.
Our E-Club sponsors 2 EarlyAct Clubs; one at Our
Lady of Fatima Dominican Convent Primary
School and one at Ekuthuleni Primary School.
We also sponsor the community based Interact
Club of Ekuthuleni. But do you really know the
concept of EarlyAct and Interact? If you do,
don’t read my page but scroll down please look at
the last paragraph. For those members who want
to know more about EarlyAct and Interact, here is
a short summary.

EarlyAct is a primary school based
service club for elementary learners. It is not a
recognised programme of Rotary International,
but is encouraged. It is sponsored by a Rotary
Club who provides guidance in an advisory role.
The mission and operation of EarlyAct Clubs are
closely linked to the ideals of Rotary and provide
the foundation and natural progression to
Interact. A key role is that of a teacher at the
school whose role is that of facilitator.
EarlyAct provides young students the opportunity
of gaining an increased awareness and
knowledge of their community and the world. At
a young age, all learners can easily be encouraged
to be caring and helpful.

Their minds are receptive to recognizing the
dignity of each individual which builds respect for
others. EarlyAct also engages learners in
character building activities and prepares them
for leadership roles to identify and carry out
projects which benefit their school and the local
community.
Interact is a recognised programme of Rotary
International and is a club for young people ages
12-18 who want to join together to tackle the
issues in their community that they care most
about. Through Interact, they can:
Carry out hands-on service projects; Make InterConnections; Develop leadership skills; Have
Fun!
INTERACT Clubs, which are either school or
community based, are sponsored by a Rotary
Club who provides guidance in an advisory role
but they are self-governing and self-supporting. A
key role is that of a teacher at the school or in the
community whose role is that of facilitator.
INTERACT was started in 1960 when RI President
Harold Thomas urged Rotary Clubs around the
world to find a way to encourage service among
youth. The first club started two years later in
Melbourne, USA, with 23 students. Today there
are more than 20 200 Interact Clubs in 109
countries with more than 465 000 members.
World Interact Week is observed each year
during the week [Monday to Sunday] that
includes 5 November. Rotary and Interact Clubs
often do joint projects during this week.
We are proud of our Interact Club which has:
Developed leadership skills and personal
integrity; demonstrating helpfulness to and
respect to others: understanding the value of
individual responsibility and hard work. It is
vibrant.
One of the Rotary International Directors said:
“We need to engage the youth to keep Rotary
going.” He is right and as an E- Club we need to
follow his advice. For once I would hope that
there is an email response to my article with
ideas of where we can charter another Interact
or EarlyAct club. Don’t know how to go about it?
The Club Secretary and I are there for advice
and/or assistance. We also have several members
who are well versed and experienced in Interact
Clubs.
HAVE FUN THINKING ABOUT MY SUGGESTION

Irene`
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TOPIC of the Week duties and the dates for GoToMeeting
are highlighted in larger print to ensure that members do
not overlook them

TOPIC of the Week
ROSTER
SEPT 2016 to JAN 2017
THIS IS YOUR REMINDER
19th Sept – Suresh Setty
26th Sept – Nadja Fredericks
3rd Oct – Irene Kotze
10th Oct – Philip Hedley
17th Oct – Keith Kirton
24th Oct – Mario Hegemann
31st Oct – Peter Brauteseth
7th Nov – Janet Rouillard
14th Nov – Sivashni Singh
21st Nov – Jerry Brown
28th Nov –
5th Dec –
9th Jan –
16th Jan –
23rd Jan –
30th Jan –
6TH Feb –
13th Feb –
20th Feb –
27th Feb –
Please send your TOPIC of the Week to our Club
Admin Director, Gerald Sieberhagen, by at
least the THURSDAY preceding the date of your
turn. It makes it easier if Rotarians send in their
TOPIC of the Week well ahead of time.

Do you need a reminder
to ATTEND and comment
on the TOPIC of the Week?
If so, please let me know
and I will gladly send you
a personal reminder Editor
Editor

GoToMeeting
@ 19h00
TUESDAY
20TH SEPTEMBER
4TH OCTOBER
18TH OCTOBER – Reina
Froehlich – Youth Exchange
Summer Camp Student
1ST NOVEMBER – PDG Nick
Phillips – TRF Speakers Bureau
– TRF Centennial

15th NOV – DG VISIT
29th NOVEMBER
13TH DECEMBER
10th JANUARY
24TH JANUARY
7th FEBRUARY
21st FEBRUARY
7TH MARCH
4TH APRIL
18TH APRIL
2ND MAY
16TH MAY
30TH MAY
During the week preceding the
GTM, the login details REMINDER will
be emailed to each member.
If you have any suggestions
regarding a Guest Speaker please
let me know – Gerald – Club Admin
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AN ARTICLE BY ONE OF OUR SPEAKERS, JILL SACHS
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VISIT BY PRESIDENT IRENE KOTZE TO EARLYACT CLUB

MEMBERS OF THE EARLYACT CLUB OF
EKUTHULENI
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
WITH
FACILITATOR, NOKUTHULA MVUBU

MY VISIT TO THE MEETING OF OUR EARLYACT CLUB of EKUTHULENI
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Sixty little faces look up when I entered their monthly meeting venue
together with their facilitator Nokuthula. Told them that I am only there
as a visitor from their sponsor club, and they must carry on with their
meeting. Their president is a smart kid and he knew I wasn’t there just to
observe but maybe had something special for them. He was right, after
they opened the meeting I read out a letter from our Secretary about
fundraising and then handed over R500 for a project of their choice but
reminded them that it can double or triple if they applied their minds to
fundraising. Sixty smiles are worth Five hundred Rand any day! Their
President promised that all the members would make a special effort
and I believe they will. They are so motivated.
Not wanting to interfere in their meeting, I sat back and listened to the
proceedings. Topic No One was “what do we do for Peace Day” Lots of
good suggestions from the boys and girls and their Board Members will
make a decision. But what I want to share with you is so special, one of
the boys said “why can’t we have a foot massage for our grannies their
feet are always so tired” that from a little boy 10 years old is too
precious. No I don’t think the EarlyActors are going to follow that project
but no one laughed at his suggestion and that tells me that our Little
EarlyActors have the right attitude.
Irene 08/09/2016
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NADJA FREDERICKS IN AUSTRIA

Nadja Fredericks did a make-up and exchanged banners with this Club in Vienna.
She will let us have more details when she returns – she found visiting a terra club a
very different experience on the one hand and then very much the same as our
GTM’s. She plans to stay connected to them and suggests that we could invite them
to one of our meetings as most of them were curious about an E-Club. The photo
was sent by the Secretary, Vera Budway.

We congratulate our member, Ockie Esterhuyse, who has been
made an honorary member of his former club, The Rotary Club of
Uitenhage South. A well deserved honour!
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WELL DESERVED PUBLICITY FOR OUR GLOBAL GRANT PROJECT

FAMILY OF ROTARY
Please continue to keep BU Singh and the family in your thoughts and prayers
as he continues to undergo treatment.
There may also be other members of our club and their families who are going
through challenging times and we wish them well and a speedy recovery.
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HAVE ANY OF OUR MEMBERS BEEN INVOLVED WITH ROTARY GLOBAL REWARDS?

ROTARY GLOBAL REWARDS
Since the launch of Rotary Global Rewards on 1 July 2015, over 100,000 members have visited
the site! We would like to thank you for supporting the program by spreading awareness of it
among your district and clubs.
If you have not visited Rotary Global Rewards recently, we now have over 1,500 offers
worldwide. We recommend using the member benefits program both locally and when you
travel.
If you’d like to give discounts to other Rotarians, add your own company’s special offers to the
growing portfolio of Rotary Global Rewards. To date, over 350 offers have been posted by
Rotarians.
We have also added two new and exciting global travel offers, a hotel discount center and an
airline discount center, which provide great discounts and give up to 10 percent of your
purchase back to Rotary.
See www.rotary.org/globalrewards for details. Spend less, give more.
Best regards,
Rotary Global Rewards program team

Following the article in the previous OUTA SPACE a member from Tasmania
contacted our Club and here are the email exchanges:
From: Suren Naiker [mailto:suren01naiker@gmail.com] Sent: 04 September 2016 10:27 PM
To: Irene Kotze Subject: Re: PENCIL POWER

Hi Irene - thanks for the information. I would like to join a meeting - the time difference will be a
challenge - please send me the login code. I will let you know prior to a meeting if I will be
attending. Have a great week. Regards - Suren Naiker
On Mon, 5 Sep 2016 at 4:39 AM, Irene Kotze <irenekotze@telkomsa.net> wrote:
Good Evening Suren
Happy that you enjoyed our newsletter and all the bits and pieces, you are also welcome if you
wish (and of course there is a question of the time difference) to join our GoToMeeting held
every other Tuesday evening 19:00SA time (if you wish will sent you the log in code). I think it
would be great for our members to learn something about Tasmania and what your Club is
doing.
Now to answer your question: The person to contact for banking details is Amanda van
Rooyen. Her e-mail address is: propenpow@gmail.com She is running with that project.
Have a great week and let’s keep in contact
Yours in Rotary, Irene Kotze, President, E-Club of South Africa One
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VISIT BY MEMBERS OF ROTARY CLUB OF GOSFORD NORTH

Peter and Sandy Brauteseth first met Warren and Sandra Mills of the Rotary Club
of Gosford North, D9685 Australia, when their daughter was a Youth Exchange
Student to Australia. She was hosted by the Mills family.
Since then there have been many exchanges of information and indeed
several involvements in project donations and trips to and from Australia.
The most recent involvement was when the Rotary Club of Gosford North
supported our E-Club’s Global Grant at Gamalakhe.
Warren and Peter Hamilton, current Director, International Services are currently
in South Africa to see the progress with this Global Grant.
In the photo are from left:
Peter Hamilton, Peter Brauteseth, President Irene Kotze presenting our Club
banner to Warren Mills, Sandra Mills, Gerald Sieberhagen, Sandy Brauteseth
and Sue Sieberhagen
We express our thanks to the members on the Rotary Club of Gosford North for
their ongoing support of projects down the South Coast. We wish them a safe
trip home.

I value the friend who for me finds time
on his calendar, but I cherish the friend
who for me does not consult his
calendar. Robert Brault
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BACK PAGE – Last but not least

BE CAREFUL – WE ARE NOT SURE WHAT THAT IS

Why science teachers should
not be given playground duty
And now we are once again OUTA SPACE
SPACE

